When is affect variability bad for health? The association between affect variability and immune response to the influenza vaccination
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ABSTRACT

Objectives: This study addresses methodological and theoretical questions about the association between affect and physical health. Specifically, we examine the role of affect variability and its interaction with mean levels of affect to predict antibody (Ab) levels in response to an influenza vaccination.

Methods: Participants (N = 83) received the vaccination and completed daily diary measures of affect four times a day for 13 days. At one and four months post-vaccination, blood was collected from the participants to assess Ab levels.

Results: Findings indicate that affect variability and its interaction with mean levels of affect predict an individual’s immune response. Those high in mean positive affect (PA) who had more PA variability were more likely to have a lower Ab response in comparison to those who had high mean PA and less PA variability. Although it did not interact with mean negative affect (NA), NA variability on its own was associated with Ab response, whereby those with less NA variability mounted a more robust immune response.

Conclusion: Affect variability is related to immune response to an influenza vaccination and, in some cases, interacts with mean levels of affect. These oscillations in affective experiences are critical to consider in order to unpack the intricacies of how affect influences health. These findings suggest that future researchers should consider the important role of affect variability on physical health-relevant outcomes as well as examine the moderating effect of mean affect levels.

1. Introduction

Positive affect (PA), such as feelings of joy or happiness, has been repeatedly tied to better health and physiological function [1–3], while the converse is true of negative affect (NA; e.g., feelings of sadness or anger; [4]). The majority of this research has evaluated affect in a singular fashion: by assessing mean or average levels of affect. This ignores the interesting possibility that naturally occurring changes in affect over time, uncaptured by averages, might also have biological relevance [5].

Fluctuations in the experience of affect over time are referred to as affect variability. This construct captures the idea that an individual who varies between extreme highs and lows on NA, for example, is starkly different from an individual with consistently moderate levels of NA. These two individuals could have the same mean level of NA, however, and would therefore be considered equal in many past studies. These two individuals could have the same mean level of NA, however, and would therefore be considered equal in many past studies. The converse is true of negative affect (NA), such as feelings of sadness or anger, for example, is repeatedly tied to better health and physiological function [1–4]. These two individuals could have the same mean level of NA, however, and would therefore be considered equal in many past studies. The two individuals could have the same mean level of NA, however, and would therefore be considered equal in many past studies.

For example, Gruber and colleagues [9] found that greater PA variability was associated with lower life satisfaction, worse psychosocial functioning, and greater depression and anxiety. These findings held even when controlling for mean affect, indicating that variability may predict mental health over and above mean levels of affect. In the same paper, retrospectively captured affect variability in a separate large sample showed that greater PA variability was associated with lower life satisfaction and subjective happiness. Similar to these findings, Hardy and Segerstrom [10] found that middle-aged participants with greater variability in both PA and NA experienced greater psychological distress even when controlling for each respective mean level of affect. These findings indicate that greater affect variability is detrimental to
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mental health.

While this evidence provides convincing support that affect variability has implications for psychological health, there is a near absence of work examining how affect variability may impact physical health-relevant outcomes. Indeed, variability in other psychological characteristics (e.g., life satisfaction, perceived control) is associated with a variety of physical health outcomes such as higher mortality risk and worse physical health, and physical health-relevant factors such as lower social support [11–13]. There is also the possibility that variability in affect has a physiologically taxing effect on the body. For example, given the known cardiovascular, immune, and hormonal alterations with even subtle affect change (e.g., [14–17]), variability may take additional energy due to repeated physical adjustments. Alternatively, one could argue that variability is healthful given that it provides activated physiological systems a break, which prevents biological exhaustion and wear and tear on these systems (e.g., [18,19]). Although these predictions suggest affect variability may be tied to physical health, a surprising aspect of the current variability literature is the lack of inclusion of objective health-relevant biomarkers. To our knowledge, only one study has examined the association between affect variability and a health-relevant biomarker, finding that moderate levels of PA variability were related to daily cortisol profiles that are reflective of better physiological functioning [20]. If we are to better understand the toll affect variability takes on physical health, we must continue to study objective markers of health.

One health-relevant biomarker that may be important in regard to affect variability is antibody (Ab) response to a vaccination, such as the influenza vaccine. Ab response, typically assessed via blood samples, is often used to study how psychosocial factors impact in vivo immune function [21–23]. Given the importance of a quick and large rise in Ab to ensure protection against virus exposure [22], vaccination response provides us with a health-relevant indicator of immune functioning. For the influenza vaccine, Ab increases one month post-vaccination represent the maximum response, while Ab levels after that time represent the extent to which the Ab increase is sustained versus declined (e.g., [24]). Critically, affect variability experienced immediately following vaccination might have physiological implications that may be associated with these Ab levels.

In addition to the limitation of the lack of health-relevant biomarkers, previous affect variability and health research has also not included interaction terms between affect variability and mean levels of affect. This may be important because variability may have different implications based on mean levels [25]. For example, an individual with high mean PA may benefit from low variability because he or she would experience consistently high levels of PA. On the other hand, an individual low on mean PA may benefit from high variability because he or she could at least experience some instances of high PA, which could provide temporary benefits. However, this also means that he or she will be experiencing instances of extremely low PA when he or she drops far below his or her already low PA level. For NA, similar instances could occur. Individuals with high mean NA may benefit from high variability because this provides “breaks” in NA (when they drop below their usually high NA levels), while those low in mean NA may benefit from low variability so that they stay consistently low on NA. As noted by these examples, the combination of these potential interaction effects may have a profound impact on how affect influences health. Although affect papers have not tested this interaction, one study investigated the interaction between variability and mean levels of life satisfaction (which is only moderately correlated with affect [26]) and showed that greater variability was associated with an increase in mortality risk, especially for those with low mean life satisfaction [11].

The goal of the present study is to examine how affect variability is associated with Ab response to an influenza vaccination. This study fills important gaps in the literature by employing a fine-grained methodology to assess affective experiences, measuring a novel health-relevant biomarker that provides rich information about immunocompetence, and examining previously unexplored interaction effects. Affect variability was measured using the common standard deviation approach (similar to the methods used by the papers reviewed above). This method is advantageous in that it represents affect variability with a single value that is widely used and understood [27–29]. We interacted mean affect with affect variability to uncover whether affect variability has different implications for physical health at different levels of mean affect.

2. Method

2.1. Participants

Participants included 83 undergraduate students (Mage = 18.29; SDage = 0.90; 44% male). Sixty-six percent were White/or European American background, 24% were of East Asian background, and 10% reported other or mixed racial/ethnic background. Participants were eligible for participation if they were healthy (i.e., no chronic or acute illnesses), were not on a regular medication regimen (with the exception of birth control), had never been vaccinated for influenza, and were not pregnant or breastfeeding. Participants were compensated $120. All study procedures were approved by the university Institutional Review Board.

2.2. Procedures

Participants were run in two cohorts across the fall in consecutive years. Participation in the study lasted for four months. Participants first completed baseline measures and then completed daily diaries four times a day for 13 consecutive days. Data were collected on a handheld computer which alerted participants to complete questionnaires one hour after their wake time and then three, eight, and 10 h later. On day three, participants received the flu vaccination at a university flu clinic. Before receiving the vaccination, blood was collected to measure baseline Ab levels. At one and four months post-vaccination, blood was again collected from the participants to assess Ab levels.

2.3. Measures

2.3.1. Daily affect

Affect was assessed with a checklist of 12 adjectives adapted from the State Adjective Questionnaire [30,31]. Participants reported how much each adjective represented their current affect at each of the diary entries. NA was assessed with the items jittery, nervous, unhappy, and sad. PA was assessed with the items active, intense, enthusiastic, lively, happy, cheerful, relaxed, and calm. NA and PA items were rated on a scale from 0 (Not at all) to 4 (Extremely). Cronbach’s alphas for NA ranged from 0.56 to 0.84 and Cronbach’s alphas for PA ranged from 0.68 to 0.85 across the four time points over the 13 days.

Fig. 1. Two individuals with the same mean level of negative affect but different negative affect variability.
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